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A THANK YOU MESSAGE FROM AN ORION 
COLLEAGUE: My name is Frank Ferus. I work at GM Ori-

on Assembly plant in the GA Maintenance department. I 
recently lost my oldest sister which our family dearly loved. 
That is tragic news, but the good news Is the kindness and 
sympathy shown to me by the Orion People. 

I took a couple of days on bereavement to fly to Golden Col-
orado, with family, to where my sister Teri lived. It was a 
tragic time, but my family came together in love and fellow-
ship which made the trip so joyful and peaceful in such a 
dark time. 

Then I returned to Orion, to be shown the kindness and care 
from my Orion family. I can’t express in words, my thankful-
ness and gratitude. I think the GM Orion people are 2nd to 
none in the industry. I feel our production and maintenance 
teams exemplify the values and core beliefs that GM pro-
motes. 

I will try to thank each person individually, but this post will 
just express my thankfulness to all involved. I am very 
thankful to the Lord in where he has placed me at Orion. 

My final thoughts are that this is the place I will retire from 
as I couldn’t imagine working anywhere else. 

 

Frank Ferus 

ORION RECEIVES ECONOMIC IMPACT AWARD 
FROM LOCAL CHAMBER: The Orion Area Chamber of 

Commerce awarded Orion Assembly with its Economic Im-
pact Award during the chamber's annual Impact Award cer-
emony last week. 

Economic Impact Award - The member who receives this 
award makes a positive economic impact in the Orion area 
in the area of jobs, opportunities for advancing new local 
industries, or revitalizing a sector of the community. This 
member makes a positive impact on living, working, or play-
ing in the Orion Area. 

Orion was recognized for the $4-billion investment project 
to expand the plant and increase employment. 

The award was received by Orion Plant Director Reuben 
Jones. 

WHICH VEHICLES CAN 
LAST THE LONGEST? 
HINT: MOST ARE   
TOYOTAS 

                                  Source: Mark Vaughn - autoweek.com  

HERE ARE ALL THE UPCOMING GM VEHICLES 
CONFIRMED BY MARK REUSS                                              
                   Source: Jonathan Lopez - gmauthority.com  
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